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Abstract 
Eshghi and Kowalski’s abductive procedure is not, in general, sound with respect to the 
2-valued stable model semantics, but sound with respect to preferred extension (Dung, 1991). 
We establish an abduction framework in which the integrity constraint is defined so that non- 
ground abducibles may be extracted. By dealing with alternating fixpoint theory as in Van Gelder 
(1993) on the domain containing variables, we show, with respect to the proposed constraint, 
the soundness of a modified version of Eshghi and Kowalski’s procedure where the negation as 
failure with non-safe rule is adopted. @ 199K-Elsevier Science R.V. All rights reserved 
Keywordy: Abduction in 3-valued logic; Non-ground abducibles; Refined alternating fixpoint 
semantics 
1. Introduction 
In [7, 161, an abduction framework is formulated as (P,Ab,I), where P is a general 
logic program (as a theory), Ab the set of abducible predicates and I an integrity 
constraint. An abductive explanation A C Ab, for a query Q, is required so that Q is 
a logical consequence of P U A, and P U A satisfies I. A most fundamental constraint 
is that, for any (ground) atom b, b A -b cannot be a logical consequence of P U A, 
and either b or -b is its logical consequence. Under the constraint, the stable model 
semantics [ 11, 131 is in a close relation with an abductive explanation. That is, an 
explanation is obtained as the set of ground atoms which are not in a stable model. 
On the other hand, the set of ground atoms which are not in an explanation is a 
stable model. Hence, a stable model semantics is regarded as a denotation for P U A. 
An abductive proof procedure [7] based on the SLDNF resolution with safe rule is 
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presented, so that an explanation for an observation (a query) may be enumerated step 
by step where negation as failure is applied to the procedure: 
t 1A succeeds if t A finitely fails, 
and A is in the enumeration. However, it is not always sound, i.e., even an explanation 
enumerated in the procedure may not satisfy the constraint. 
In the line of taking 3-valued model semantics for the solution of the soundness 
problem, [4] shows that Eshghi and Kowalski’s procedure is sound with respect to 
the preferred extension. By [ 151, the procedure is acknowledged to be sound with 
respect to the 3-valued stable model semantics. On the other hand, [12] presents the 
FF-stable (finite failure-stable) model semantics in which loops causing non-terminating 
computations are captured by the truth-value ‘undefined’. In correspondence with the 
FF-stable model semantics, the abductive proof procedure does not contain the phase 
of detecting an unsuccessful abductive derivation in a consistency derivation, where 
the procedure is shown to be sound and complete with respect to the FF-stable model. 
In this paper, we should consider the constraint for the case that the abducible 
contains variables, fitting Eshghi and Kowalski’s procedure essentially. Following the 
3-valued model semantics approaches for abduction, based on the 3-valued models as 
in [ 1,8-10,20,21], we generalize the integrity constraint of [7] to a natural exten- 
sion so that the 3-valued stable model may denote the extension of P U A. At the 
same time, A may contain variables interpreted as universally quantified. By the close 
relationship of the 3-valued stable model with the alternating fixpoint semantics as 
in [27], we examine our constraint in terms of the refined version of the altemat- 
ing fixpoint semantics on the domain containing variables. It is defined by an idea 
similar to that of non-ground realization in [14], while, in this paper, the seman- 
tic domain is explicitly constructed in terms of equivalence classes of atom variants. 
The integrity constraint requires that (b t u) A -b cannot be a logical consequence 
of PU A, and either b+ u or lb is its logical consequence for any (groud) atom 
b, where btu stands for the statement that u (the ‘undefined’) implies b, i.e., b is 
evaluated as true or undefined. From the view point of semantics, the truth value u 
denotes the case of excluding a successful refutation and a finitely failing resolution 
deduction. 
The motive for considering such a constraint comes from a relaxation requirement 
that there may be some atom which is not a logical consequence of P U A and whose 
negation is neither a logical consequence. It is also because non-ground abducibles may 
be admissible. In [25], a generalized negation as failure, concerned with non-ground 
negative literals, is suggested, though any corresponding abductive proof procedure 
has not been discussed. As an abductive procedure for the denotation of the 3-valued 
stable model, we take a generalized version of Eshghi and Kowalski’s procedure, in 
which an unsuccessful abductive derivation in a consistency derivation does not bring 
an enumeration of abducibles, but just means that the consistency derivation (negation 
as failure) continues to be tested [4]. The procedure is required so that negation as 
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failure is based on a non-safe rule. When applying negation as failure, we usually take 
a safe rule: 
t 1A succeeds if +A finitely fails, 
and 
t -A finitely fails if t A succeeds, 
where A is a ground atom. To get non-ground abducibles, we are going to adopt 
Shepherdson’s rule (a non-safe rule) [22,24]: 
+- TAO succeeds if t Afl finitely fails for some substitution 8, 
and 
+ 7A finitely fails if + A succeeds with the empty substitution, 
for an abductive proof procedure. The modified version is also considered as an ex- 
tension of SLDNF resolution with substitution [24]. In short, the purpose of the paper 
are: 
(1) to relax the constraint that all the (ground) atom or its negation should be the 
logical consequence of the union of a given theory and an expected explanation, 
and to get a constraint in which some atom may not be cared to be derivable, 
(2) to establish the semantics denoting such a relaxed constraint, on the domain con- 
taining variables, and 
(3) to show that a generalized version of Eshghi and Kowalski’s abductive procedure 
is sound with respect to the semantics. 
By means of a refined alternating fixpoint approach, on the domain containing vari- 
ables, we have a relation between the relaxed constraint and the condition that a refined 
alternating fixpoint operator satisfies, where the condition suggests the 3-valued stable 
model semantics. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the treatments of 
general logic programs in 3-valued logic, and a refinement of alternating fixpoint se- 
mantics. In Section 3, an abduction framework is formulated in 3-valued logic, in which 
a relaxed constraint is defined well. We give detailed relations between the defined con- 
straint and the refined alternating fixpoint semantics by means of alternating fixpoint 
properties. In Section 4, we show the soundness of an abductive proof procedure with 
respect to the constraint, denoted by the refined alternating fixpoint semantics. 
2. Basic definitions and properties 
In this section, fundamental definitions and established model theories are introduced 
for the treatments of general logic programs by a 3-valued logic approach. We also 
generalize the alternating fixpoint [9], to make use of it in the 3-valued logic abduction 
framework. 
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2.1. General ogic programs in three-valued logic 
A general logic program is a set of rules (clauses) of the form As +-AI . . . A,,,lA,+l 
. . . TA, (n >m > 0), where Ai are atoms (positive literals) and 1Aj are negations of 
atoms (negative literals). In the rule A0 + Al , . . A,lA,+l . . . 1A,, A0 is the head and 
A, . . .AmlAm+, . .lA, the body. The normal goal is an expression of the form 
+A’, . ..A., ‘A;,, . . . TAG, where Ai are positive literals and -A; negative literal% 
The empty clause containing no head nor body is denoted 0. 
A substitution (see [6] for detailed algebraic properties) is a function from the set 
of variables Var to the set of terms Term. A substitution cp may be expressed as 
{XI I tl ,...,.q, Itn}, where ti=q(Xi), l<idn, and cp(x)=x ifxfxi (ldibn). Dam(q) 
means {v j q(y) is defined such that cp(~~) # y}. We say that cp is a ground substitution 
if q(x) contains no variables for any x E Var. We assume that Dom(cp) is finite for 
any substitution cp. Sub stands for the set of substitutions. The empty substitution is 
denoted by E, i.e., E(X) =x for any x E Var. A substitution p is said to be a permutation 
(a renaming of variables) if it is a bijection from Vor to Var. E is regarded as a 
permutation. Like the application of a substitution to a rule or a normal goal, an 
application of a substitution 0 to an expression E (say, a literal or a term), EB, denotes 
the expression obtained by substituting all the variables in E for terms according to 8. 
For expressions El and E2, El is said a variant of E2 and vice versa, if El 01 = E2 and 
E2& = El for some 8i,& E Sub. 
For 0, cp E Sub, the composition of 8 and cp (denoted by O(p) is defined by letting 
(@)(x) = Q(x)cp for x E Var. It is easy to see ((p+)O = cp($ @ for cp, $, 6’ E Sub. Note 
Ee = 8E = 8. AlSO, we see (EO)cp = E(Bcp) f or an expression E and 0, q E Sub. A relation 
4 on Sub is defined: tI < cp iff there exists $ E Sub such that cp = O$. 0 is said to be 
more general than cp if 8 < qn. 
A relation N on Sub is defined: 0 N cp iff cp < 19 and 0 6 cp. It is seen that - is an 
equivalence relation. Note that < is a preorder, and that if 0 N cp then there exist 
permutations (renamings of variables) p and o such that 8p= CJJ and cpo= 8. For 
8 E Sub, let [(I], = {cp E Sub 18 N cp} and Sub/- = {[e], 119 E Sub}. It is easy to see 
that by letting [S], 4+ [cp]._ for [S],, [cp]_ E Sub/N if 8 < cp, we have a partially 
ordered set (Sub/-, 44). 
Atom means the set of atoms. For A, B E Atom, we define A<<B iff B = Acp for some 
cp E Sub. Note that < is a preorder. Let A zB if A<B and B<A. A is a variant 
of B, and B is a variant of A iff A%B. It is easy to see that z is an equivalence 
relation on Atom. We define [A], = {B /Ax B}. Let [,4], a [B], if A<<B. Then, as is 
the usual case of inducing a partial order from a preorder, a is a partial order on the 
set {[A]= 1 A E Atom}. For cp E Sub and an expression E, we define a restriction of cp 
with respect to E, cp IE, to be 
cPb(x)= 
p(x) if x occurs in E, 
X otherwise 
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Table 1 
Truth-value table 
for x E Var. In what follows, we assume that Sub and Atom are constructed by using 
function symbols, occurring in a general logic program that is the subject for consid- 
erations, and countably infinite variables. 
For a rule A0 +A, . . .AmlAm+l . . . TA,, a normal goal +A’, . . .A; lAh+, . . ?A:, 
and a substitution 8 (E Sub), 
(AO+A ,... A,TA,+ ,... 1A,)8-AoBtA,0...A,81A,+,8...7An% 
and 
(+A’, . . .A;TA;+, . . . ~A:,)%rcA’;e...A:,B1A~+,B...lA:,t). 
An expression containing no variables is said to be in ground. Let Pg stand for the 
set of all ground rules obtained from a rule of P. For a general logic program P, the 
Herbrand base Bp is the set of ground atoms constructed from the function symbols as 
well as predicate symbols occurring in P. For the treatment in abduction framework, 
let 
Bp*={a* IaEBp}. 
We define K+={aIa*EK} for KGB;. 
In this paper, we take the 3-valued logic in which t (true), f (false) and u (unde- 
fined) are truth values, and the following truth-value table is defined. t, f and u are 
also used to denote atoms whose values are t, f and u, respectively. 
Definition 2.1. Given a general logic program P, a 3-valued Herbrand interpretation 
ofP is I=(IT,ZF)E~~~ ~2~~ such that ITnIF=@. 
Note that a 3-valued Herbrand interpretation of P, (ZT,ZF), is a 2-valued Herbrand 
interpretation if IT U IF = Bp. 
For a 3-valued Herbrand interpretation I = (ZT,ZF), the truth value of a ground ex- 
pression is defined recursively as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A ground atom A is true in I if A E IT, and false in I if A E IF. Otherwise its truth 
value is undefined. 
A ground literal 7A is true in I if A f IF, and true in I if A E IT. Otherwise its 
truth value is undefined. 
AgroundbodyAi...A,lA,+~...~A, ofaruleistrueinI ifA,,...,A,EIT and 
A m+l,...,A,~IF, and false in I ifAiEZF for some Ai (l<i<m) or A.~EIT for 
some Aj (m + 1 <j<n). Otherwise its truth value is undefined. 
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(4) The value of the ground rule A + Al . . . AmlAm+l . . . -A, is defined by Table 1. 
(5) A set of ground rules is true in Z if each rule is true in Z, and false in I if some 
rule is false in I. Otherwise the truth value of the set is undefined. 
If a set of ground rules is true in a 3-valued (2-valued) Herbrand interpretation Z, 
then Z is said to be a 3-valued (2-valued) Herbrand model of the set. 
In the following contexts of this paper, we restrict interpretations to only Herbrand 
interpretations as models for the simplicity of treatments on the condition that even 
non-ground abducibles may be extracted. 
Restriction to Herbrand interpretation 
(1) + means a logical consequence relation in 2-valued logic such that 
(i) Z + a iff a is true in any 2-valued Herbrand model of Z, where a E Bp, 
(ii) Z + ai A . . . Au,, iff Z+uai, ldidn, where n>O and each ai is in Bp, and 
(iii) Z t= V(E) iff Z +Ee for any Ed in ground. 
(2) b3 means a logical consequence relation in 3-valued logic such that 
(i) Z k3 a iff a is true in any 3-valued Herbrand model of r, where a E Bp, 
(ii) r k3 al A. . . A a, iff Z k3 ai, 1 <i <n, where n > 0 and each ai is in Bp, and 
(iii) r k3 V(E) iff Z b3 El3 for any Efl in ground. 
As in [ 19-211, two partial orderings on {t, f, U} are to be considered: 
(1) u+ f, and u+t. 
(2) f =sr ZJ =st . 
<k C_ 2BP x 2Bp is defined to be 
(ITi, IFI ) d k (ZTl,ZFz) iff ITI C: IT2 and IFI & ZF2. 
&c2s’X2sp is defined to be 
(ZTl,ZFl) <,(ZT~,ZFZ) iff IT1 &IT2 and IF2 CZF1. 
We review the well-founded model in terms of d k, following [5, lo]. Next, we have 
a fixpoint semantics in relation with the well-founded model. 
Definition 2.2. Tp : 2Bp x 2Bp + 2Bp x 2Bp is defined to be 
G(Z) = (T’(Z), T,-(Z)), 
where 
Tp+(Z)={a~Bp~3a~a,...a,~a,+~...~a,~P~: 
al . . .am3zm+l.. . 3zn is true in I}, 
and 
T~(Z)={a~Bp~tlaca~...a,~a,+~...~a,~P~: 
al . . . amlam+ . . . Tan is false in I}. 
Definition 2.3. A set S of ground atoms is an unfounded set of P with respect to an 
interpretation Z = (ZT,ZF) if each atom a E S satisfies the following conditions: 
For 
(1) 
(2) 
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each rule a+al . ..a.Ta,+l . ..~a., EP~, either 
al .., a,Ta,+l . . Tan is false in I, or 
some b of al . ..a. Tarn+1 . . . Tan occurs in S. 
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Because the union of unfounded sets is also an unfounded set, there is a greatest 
unfounded set of Pg with respect to I, which is denoted by GU(I). 
Definition 2.4. Vp : 2Bp x 2Bp + 2Bp x 2Bp is defined to be 
VP(l) = (r,+(l), (XI(I)). 
Note that T,(Z) <k VP(I). Tp and Vp are monotonic with respect to ck, and thus have 
the least fixpoints, respectively. The least fixpoints of Tp and Vp are denoted by Ifp(Tp) 
and I&( VP). Note that @(TP) 6 k &_b( VP). @(VP) IS referred to as the well-founded 
model. 
An alternating fixpoint is presented in relation with the well-founded model [ 1,9]. 
Definition 2.5. Let K C Bp for a general logic program P. We define 
PK={atal...a,a,+l...rS,Iaca,...a,~a,+l...?a,EPg}U{btIb~K}. 
Sp is defined to be 
SP@) = UP, T 0, 
where K is the complement of K, and UQ T co = lJiEw UQ t i for 
i = 0, 
uQ(uQ T(i- 1)) i>O 
such that 
Up(J)={aEBpI3atal...a,:al,...,a,EJ} 
for J C: Bp. 
Definition 2.6. Let P be a general logic program P. Then we define Op : 2Bp -+ 2Bp to 
be @p(l) = Sp(Sp(Z)). 
Note that Op is the same operator as Ap in [l], being monotonic 
&, and there is a least fixpoint of Op, which is denoted Ifp(Op). Let 
and Sp(O*) be O+. 
with respect to 
Ifp(Op) be O*, 
Theorem 2.7 (Van Gelder [lo]). Let (WT, WF) be the well-founded model of a gen- 
eral logic program P. Then O+ = WT and O* = WF. 
We now review a 3-valued Herbrand model of a general logic program in terms 
of dt [12, 19-211. 
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Definition 2.8. Let I = (T,F) be a 3-valued Herbrand interpretation. For a general 
logic program P, a program P/Z is a set of rules obtained from Pp by performing the 
following three operations: 
(1) Removing from Ps all rules which contain a negation of an atom 1A in their 
bodies such that A E T; 
(2) Replacing in all remaining rules those negations of atoms -A such that A $ T U F 
by u; 
(3) Removing from all the remaining rules those negations of atoms 1A such that 
AEF. 
Because P/I does not involve any negation of an atom, it has the least 3-valued 
Herbrand model with respect to Gt, which is denoted Y(P/Z). 
Definition 2.9. A 3-valued Herbrand interpretation Z is a 3-valued stable model of a 
general logic program P iff Y(P/I) =I. 
Note that the 2-valued stable model [ 1 l] is a 3-valued stable model (T, F) such that 
T U F = BP. The following theorem is primary. 
Theorem 2.10. Each general ogic program has the least 3-valued stable model with 
respect o <k, and is equal to its well-founded model. 
Example 2.11. Let P= { Y t Tr, r t q, p t 74, q t 7p) (in propositional logic). 
({q& {P)), ((~1, (41) and (0,0) are 3-valued stable models, where ({q, r}, {p}) 
is a 2-valued stable model. (0,0) is the well-founded model. 
The following theorem is equivalent to Theorem 3.2 of [27]. 
Theorem 2.12. Assume that I = (Sp(F),F) is a 3-valued Herbrand interpretation of 
a general ogic program P. Then F = @p(F) ifs I is a 3-valued stable model of P. 
Example 2.13. Take the same general logic program P as in Example 2.11. For 
I= <{P), {ql), &<{ql) = {P), W{q)) = {q,r), and &4W{ql)) = {P,~I, where the 
overline stands for the complement with respect to the Herbrand base. It follows that 
@({q]) = (91. 
2.2. Alternating jxpoint semantics over domain containing variables 
In this section, we generalize an alternating fixpoint semantics to act on the do- 
main containing variables, which is exploited to describe the soundness of Esghi and 
Kowalski’s procedure based on SLDNFS resolution (SLDNF resolution with 
substitution) and to denote our integrity constraint. The procedure is shown in 
Section 4. 
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We take a domain as follows, to generalize an alternating fixpoint semantics, by 
refining the idea as in [14] so that atom variants may be regarded as the same. 
Definition 2.14. We define ATOM = {[A]= ) A 6 Atom}. Also, we &fine 
C1(2AToM) = {J C ATOM 1 [A], E J and [A], d [A’], imply [A’], E J}. 
Let ~1(2~~‘~) = ATOM. Next we define close(l) = {[A], E I ) V’8. [AQ], E I} for I 2 
ATOM. We let f= close(ATOA4 - I), which we regard as the complement of I. 
We see that if [A], E 7 then [A]= $1, i.e., if [A],,, EI then [A]= $7. 
Note that [B], a [C]% iff B<C (i.e., C is an instance of B). Also note that ~1(2~rO~) 
C 2AToM is the set of all subsets of ATOM which are closed under upwards partial 
order a. That is, if [II], f J (J E ATOM), then the equivalence class [Cl, of C (an 
instance of B) is in J. The domain ATOM is adequate for the denotation of atoms 
with universally quantified variables. 
Definition 2.15. For a negation-free general logic program (i.e., a set of definite 
clauses) Q, we define Z&J : 2AToM -+ 2AToM to be 
L’,(J)={[A8],~3A+B ,... B~EQ. [ [B,Q], ,a.., [B,&EJ I}. 
We apply the operator flQ to the domain ATOM by means of the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 2.16. rf J E ATOM, then IIQ( J) f ATOM. 
Proof. Assume that [B], E II,(J), and [B], a[C],. Then there is some A +- 
BI . . . B, f Q such that [BlB]=, . . . , [&O]= E J and B =A8. Note that C = Bq for some 
cp E Sub. Because J E ATOM, [B1 &p]-, . , . , [B&p], E J. Then [A@],: E II,(J). It fol- 
lows from C =AOq that [Cl, E L’,(J). Hence, Ii’,(J) E ATOM. Cl 
By the following lemma, we take the least fixpoint of UQ. 
Lemma 2.17. & : ATOM -+ ATOM is continuous, i e., I!~(&, 4) = UiEc,, Ilp( J;) 
for any chain JO C J1 G . . . 
Proof. It is obvious from the definition that 17~ is monotonic. Hence, n,( Ji) C 
I~‘Q(&-, J,). It follows that UiEo Zi’,(Ji) SLf,(lJ,,,Ji). On the other hand, [A], E 
Z7,(UI,, Ji) implies [A], E ZIQ(J~) for some k E o. Because IZ,(Jk> C UkEw II,( 
[Al= 6 UkEw DQ( Jk 1. Hence, flp(UiGCO Ji 15 UiEcr, n,(4). •I 
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We define ZI,ti recursively as follows: 
III,ti = 
i 
0 if i = 0, 
Il,(Il,t(i - 1)) if i>O. 
By Lemma 2.17, nQfw = UiEw nQti is the least fixpoint of nQ. 
Lemma 2.18. nptw is in ATOM. 
Proof. (i) 0 is in ATOM. 
(ii) To be in ATOM is preserved under nQ, by Lemma 2.16. 
(iii) We show that to be in ATOM is inclusive, i.e., lJi_Ji EATOM for any u- 
chain JO C Ji 2 . . . such that Ji E ATOM for i = 0, 1, . . . . Assume that [B]= E Ui,_Ji 
and B<C([B], a [Cl,). It follows that [B], E Jk for some k E o. Because Jk E ATOM, 
[Cl, E Jk. Hence, [Cl, E UiEw Ji, and UiG,J1: E ATOM. 
By (i)-(iii), we complete the proof. 0 
We now generalize the operator Sp to act on ATOM: 
Definition 2.19. Let H E ATOM for a general logic program P. We define 
PH={A+B ,... B,G...C,IA+B ,... B,XI...-C,,~P} 
u {z’cp t 13~ E Sub,W.[Cq8], E H}. 
Sp : ATOM-+ATOM is defined to be Sp(H)=flp,fw. 
Note that II,, t o E ATOM if H E ATOM. Hence, Sp(H) E ATOM if H E ATOM. 
Sp is used in the above sense, from now on. 0~ : ATOM+ ATOM is defined to 
be Op(K)=Sp(,Sp(K)). 0~ is also made use of, to act on ATOM, in what follows. 
The fixpoint is regarded as a refinement of the fixpoint as in [9]. Note that 0~ is 
monotonic, and there is a least fixpoint of Op. 
Example 2.20. Let 
P ={r(x) + v(x), r(f(x)) +- 4(x), P(X) + 7(x), 4(x) + lP(x)l, 
where p,q, r are predicate symbols, and f a function symbol. Let 
f’(x)= xy I i = 0, f(f’-l(x)), i>O. 
Then Sp(UiEo{[q(fi(x))l~})= Ui,,{[p(f’(x))]_}. It follows that 
SP (G ( ,uU ,Mm,,;,)) = ,g {[Pmx))l=~ NJ@ wfw14. 
Also, ‘P(UiEw{[q(fi(X))l~})= UiEo{[q(f’(x))]=}. 
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3. Abduction framework in three-valued logic approach 
In abduction framework where any ground atom or its negation is a logical con- 
sequence of the union of the theory and the explanation set, there is a close relation 
between the explanation and the 2-valued stable model of the theory. However, the 
integrity constraint is too rigid. It can be relaxed if we allow some atoms as well as 
their negations to be undefined as such a logical consequence. It can also be extended 
that non-ground atoms may be included in the explanation. To permit the constraint, 
we deal with an abduction framework in 3-valued logic. There is a generalization of 
the relation between the explanation set and the refined alternating fixpoint semantics. 
3.1. Abduction framework 
We firstly review an abduction framework in which the integrity constraint is strictly 
defined, i.e., it needs that any ground atom or its negation should be a logical conse- 
quence of the union of the theory and the explanation. As in [ 161, the negative literals 
are regarded as abductive hypotheses and transformed into atoms (positive literals) 
with ‘*’ in abduction framework as well as abductive proof procedures. 
Definition 3.1. An abduction framework (P*,Ab*,Z*) based on the general logic pro- 
gram P is defined as follows: 
(1) P* is obtained from P by substituting ~*(ti,. . . , t,,) for -p(ti,. . , t,) occurring in 
P. P* is regarded as a theory. 
(2) Ab*={p*(t,,...,tn)IP(t~,..., t,, ) is in ground for a predicate symbol p occurring 
in P}: a set of abducibles. 
(3) I* = {Vxi ,..., x, : -[p(x, ,..., x,)A p*(x~ ,..., x,)] 1 p occurs in P} 
u {VXl ,...,&:[P(xl,..., x,)Vp*(x~,...,x~)] 1 p occurs in P}. 
Definition 3.2. Given an abduction framework (P*, Ab*, Z* ), let Q E 3(A I A . . . A A,,, A 
TA m+l A . . A lA,) be an existential closure query, and Q* be obtained from Q by 
substituting p* (tl ,..., t,) for lp(tl,..., t,). A is said an explanation for Q* if 
(l)P*UA l=Q*, 
(2) A C Ab*, and 
(3) P* u A satisfies 1*. 
The well-known relationship between an explanation and the 2-valued stable model 
is presented below. Note again that the 2-valued stable model is a 3-valued stable 
model (T,F) such that TUF=Bp. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume an abduction framework (P*, Ab*, I* ) based on a general logic 
program P. 
(1) For any 2-valued stable model M = (T, Bp - T) of P, P* U A satisjies I* if we 
dejine 
A = {d* 1 d is in ground and de T}. 
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(2) Zf, for any A such that P* u A satisjies I*, we define 
T = {d 1 d is in ground and d* 4 A}, 
then (T,Bp - T) is a 2-valued stable model of P. 
Example 3.4 (Eshghi and Kowalski [7]). Assume the same program P as in Example 
2.11. This demonstrates that Eshghi and Kowalski’s procedure is not in general sound. 
Because there is a successful refutation from t p and q* is abducible, while A = {p*} 
is the only one so that the constraint may hold, but {q*} g A. 
We now give an insight into such a problem in 3-valued logic approach. An abduc- 
tion framework is defined in 3-valued logic. The integrity constraint has an allowance 
for some ground atom as well as its negation to be undefined as a logical consequence 
of the union of the theory and the expected explanation, and for some non-ground atom 
to be extracted as abducible. This allowance is expressed in terms of the 3-valued log- 
ical consequence. 
Definition 3.5. Assume P” for a general logic program P. Let & = BP U Bi, A 
2-valued Herbrand interpretation of P* is Z C: B p. A 3-valued Herbrand interpretation 
of P* is (ZT, IF) E 2% x 2Bp such that IT n IF = 8. 
As in 2-valued logic, an existential closure query Q is transformed to Q* obtained 
by substituting an atom with * for each negation of an atom and T* = {a* 1 a E BP} 
for T &BP as well. We have some fundamental properties as to the explanation, when 
the query is not always specified. 
Definition 3.6. An abduction framework based on a general logic program P in 
3-valued logic is (P*,Ab*,J*), where 
(1) P* is obtained from P* as in Definition 3.1. 
(2) Ab*={p*(tl,...,t,) 1 p occurs in P}. 
(3) J* = {Kc,, . . . ,x, : [(p(xl, . . . ,x,) t u) A p*(xl, . . . ,x,)1 1 p occurs in P} 
U{Vxkl,...,x,: [(p(x, ,..., x,)+u)Vp*(x, ,..., x,)] 1 p occurs in P}. 
3.2. Integrity constraint for non-ground abducibles 
To specify a condition for the constraint J” to be satisfied, we firstly have a proof 
theory for a Horn set. 
Definition 3.7. Assume P* and A C Ab*. For L = A or A* such that A E Atom, 
P*uAtL 
iff (i) there exists C* E A such that L = C*cp for some cp E Sub, or 
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(ii) there exists A’ c B1 . . . B,CF . . . C,* E P* and CP E Sub such that 
P*UAkBicp, l<i<m, 
P*uAtC,Fcp, l<j<n, 
and 
L = A’cp. 
We say that L is derivable from P* U A if P* U A k L. Regarding the constraint in the 
3-valued logic approach, we take an atom set whose member consists of the atom A*, 
where A* is not derivable from P* U A, nor A. 
Definition 3.8. Assume an abduction framework (P*, Ab*,J* ). For A C Ab*, let 
rd={A* HU/P*UAYA and P*UAYA*}. 
P* U r, U A satisfies J* if for any ground atom s 
(i) P* U & U A F3 (s t u) As*, and 
(ii) P* u F’A U A b=3 (s tu) or P*UI”UA +xs*. 
A is an explanation for the query Q* if 
(1) P*UGUA ks Q*, 
(2) A c Ab*, and 
(3) P* u G u A satisfies J*. 
As a simple example of r,, we give the following set, where they are variable free. 
Example 3.9. Take the same program P = {F- t T, r +- q, p +- 14, q + 7~). Then 
P* ={V+Y* , r t q, p t q*,q t p*}. Let A = {q*}. It follows that 
r, = {Y* ++ 24). 
In this case, P* U G U A = P* U {r* c--f u} U {q*} satisfies J*. 
We see that the constraint J* of an abduction framework (P*,Ab*,J*) is satisfied 
iff the set in one-to-one correspondence with the explanation is a fixpoint of Op. This 
leads to a generalized relation between the explanation set and the refined alternating 
fixpoint semantics. 
For the coincidence with A & Ab* so that Sp may operate on, we have: 
Definition 3.10. For A C Ab*, we define “A as the minimal set satisfying that if A* E A 
then V’8.[,4& E “A. 
Note that “A E ATOM. We have a basic relation between the proof theory in P* u A 
and the application of Sp. 
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Lemma 3.11. Assume an abduction framework (P*,Ab*, J*) based on a general ogic 
program P. Then 
(1) P*Ud FA* ifl[A],E”A. 
(2) P* U A t A ifs [A]% E Sp (-A). 
Proof. (1) By the definition of l- and “A, we see 
P* U A t- A* + 34’. [(&<A) A (A’* E A)] 
+ VO.[A’B], E “A 
+ [A]= E “A 
On the other hand, it is clear that 
[A], E “A + %‘.[(A’<A) A (A’* E A)] 
+P*uAEA* 
(2) Assume that P* U A t A. We see that [A]= E SP(~A) by the structural induction 
on the definition of t: There exists A’ t B1 . . . B,,,C: . . , C,* E P* such that for some 
cpESub 
(i) P* U A E B;cp, 1 <i<m, 
(ii) P*Ud t- Cj*cp,l<j<n, and 
(iii) A = A’cp. 
By the induction hypothesis for (i), [Bi(p]% asp, 1 <i<m. By (ii), there exist 
C’* E A, 1 <j<n such that Cj’<<Cjq. It follows that V’e.[C;tI], E “A, 1 <j<n, i.e., 
Va.[C’qo], E “A. Hence, [A]= E SP(~A). 
On the other hand, assume that [A]% E SP(~A) = Up,, To. We see, by the induction 
on k such that [A]= E IZp,,fk, that P” u A F A. 
(i) In case that k = 1: There exists A’ t E P- A, i.e., A’ t E P, such that A = A’8. It 
follows that P* U A F A. 
(ii) Assume that there exists A’ c B1 . . . B,G . . . c E PWd such that 
[BicP]z E flp-, tk, 1 d i <m, 
CjCP+ EP”d, ldj<n 
and 
A = A’cp, 
i.e., [A], E Ilp-,t(k+ 1). By the induction hypotheses for [BiCp], E IZp,,fk, 1 <i<m, 
P* UA EBiq. Because G(P+-- E P-d, [C’q], E “A. It follows from (1) that P* U A 1 
C,F(p. Hence, P” U A k A. This completes the induction step. 0 
It is easy to see the following lemma by means of Table 1 and the definition of the 
proof theory F. 
Lemma 3.12. If P* U A F L, then P* U & U A b:3 LO for any ground substitution 0. 
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Now we have the relation between the satisfaction of the constraint and the refined 
alternating fixpoint semantics. 
Theorem 3.13. Assume an abduction framework (P*,Ab*, J*) such that P’ U G U A 
satis5e.s J*. Then &(++A) n “A = 0. 
Proof. Assume that there exists [A]= such that [A], E Sp(-A) n “A. By the assumption 
that [A]= asp, it follows from Lemma 3.11 that P* U A F A. By Lemma 3.12, 
P* U & U A k=3 At3 for any ground substitution 8. Hence, P* U r, U A k3 (A8 c u). On 
the other hand, by the assumption that [A]% E WA, and by Lemma 3.11, P* u A F A*. 
By Lemma 3.12, P* U &U A +=3 A*8 for any ground A*g, which contradicts that 
P” U r~ U A satisfies J*. This concludes the proof. Cl 
We now need a lemma concerning the relation between the logical consequences of 
the set including r, and the applications of Sp. 
Lemma 3.14. Assume an abduction framework (P*,Ab*, J*). On the assumption that 
Sp(-A)n”A=8, P*u&uA k3 (A0 t u) for any ground substitution tI iff [A], E 
SP(SP(“A)). 
Proof. (1) Assume that [A], l Sp(Sp(~d)). Now define A0 such that -A0 =Sp(“A). 
By Lemma 3.11, 
P* U A0 t A iff [A], E Sp(“Ao>. 
We prove by the structural induction on P* U A0 F A that P* U & U A k3 (A8 c u) for 
any ground substitution 8. When P* U A,-, t A, there exists A’ t B1 . . B,,,C: . . . C,* E P* 
such that 
(i) P*UAot-Bicp,l<idrn, 
(ii) P* U A0 t C;“cp, 1<j<n, and 
(iii) A = A’cp. 
By the induction hypothesis for (i), P* U rd U A by (Biqg +- u) for any ground substi- 
tution 6. By (ii), there exists Cj’<<C’q such that C’* E do. Then V@.[C’Q’], E “do, i.e., 
[C’q6]= E -A0 =Sp(“A). It follows that [Cjpe], $Sp(“A). By Lemma 3.11, P U A y 
Cj(pg. 
Case (a): If P* U A t- C’qg, then, by Lemma 3.12, P* U & U A k3 C’@. Finally, 
P*urdUA b3 (Aecu). 
Case (b): If P* U A y CT(pg, then G bs (C’cp0 +-+ u), by the definition of &. It 
follows that P* U G U A ~~ (A8 t u). 
In both cases of (a) and (b), we have P* U r, U A kx (A0 t u) for any ground sub- 
stitution 0. 
(2) Assume that P* U rA U A ~~ (At3 c u) for any ground substitution 8. We prove it 
by the structural induction on the relation +s. There exists A’ c B1 . . . B,CF . . . C,* E P* 
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(m, n Z 0) such that 
(i) P*U&Ud b-j (Biq@+#),l<i<VZ, 
(ii) P* u r, u A k3 (C’cpe ++u)orP*UrdUA/=~Cjr(~Q, l<j<n,and 
(iii) A8 =A’@. 
Note that unless there is any clause of P*, whose head is not unifiable with AB, 
(ABc u) cannot be the logical consequence, because we have a 3-valued Herbrand 
interpretation (IT,@‘) of P* uIYY U A such that A8 E IF. By the induction hypothesis 
for (i), we have [Biq]- ~Sp(Sp(~d)). For (ii), we have two cases: 
Case (a): If P* U h U A k.3 (C’cpO H u) for any ground substitution 8, then P*UA y 
CT(pe and P* U AYC’(pB, by the latter of which [C’qQ], $!SP(~A) (by Lemma 3.11). 
It follows that [Cjq], E Sp(“A) = “do. 
Case (b): If P* U h U A ~~ C’(pO, then there exist C,!<<Cjq (1 <j <n) such that 
C’* E A. It follows that [Ci’pQE E “A. Because “A C ATOM-& and “A E ATOM, 
“A n SP(~A) = 0 implies that “A C cZose(ATOM-&(“A)) = &(“A). Hence, [C”q0]= 
E Sp(“A). In both cases, [A’cp], = [A], E ~?p(Sp(~d)). This completes the proof. 0 
Now, we have the correspondence of our constraint with the refined alternating 
fixpoint semantics. 
Theorem 3.15. Assume that P* U& U A satisjies J* in an abduction framework 
(P*,Ab*,J*). Then “A =Sp(Sp(-A)). 
Proof. On the assumption that P* U rA U d satisfies J*, Sp(-A) n “A = 8 by 
Theorem 3.13. 
(1) Assume that [A]= E “A. It follows from Lemma 3.11 that P* u A t-A*. By 
Lemma 3.12, P* U G U A k, A’0 for any ground substitution 0. Because [A]= E “A 
and “A E ATOM, it is sufficient to show that [A]= @&(&(-A)), for the proof that 
[A]= E Sp(Sp(“A)). Assume that [A], E Sp(s~(~d)). By Lemma 3.14, P* u G U A ~~ 
(A0 c u) for any ground substitution 8, which contradicts that P* U rA U A satisfies 
J*. Hence, [A]= E &(&(“A)). 
(2) Assume that [A]z~Sp(Sp(“A)). It follows that V’C~.[A~]=@$(&(~A)). With 
Lemma 3.14, P* U & U A pj (A0 + u) for any ground substitution 0. For the satisfac- 
tion of J*, P* U rA U A b3 A*O. Hence, P* Ud k3 A*O. By [23], P* U A + A*O. By 
applying the result as in [ 181 regarding the Horn clause logic, there exists A’<A such 
that A’* E A. It follows that Vp.[k~]~ E “A. Finally, [A], E “.4. This completes the 
proof. 0 
Theorem 3.16. Assume that “A = SP(SP(~A)) and SP(~A) n “A = 8, for an abduction 
framework (P*,Ab*, J*). Then P* U rA U A satisjies J*. 
Proof. (1) Suppose that P* U h U A b3 (at u) A a* for some ground a. It follows 
from P*UGUd +j a * that there exists A<a such that A* E A. Hence [a]= E “A. 
On the other hand, P* u fi u A b3 (a c u) iff [a], ~Sp(Sp(~d)), by Lemma 3.14. 
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Therefore, [a]= $! Sp(Sp(“d) = “A. This is a contradiction, i.e., P* U & U A /&x (a + u) 
A a* for any ground a. 
(2) Suppose that P* U r, U A pj (a t u) for an atom a in ground. By Lemma 3.14, 
[a]= 4 Sp(Sp(“A)). Because a is in ground, [a], E Sp(Sp(“A)) = “A. By Lemma 3.11, 
P*UA k a*. By Lemma 3.12, P*UhUA k 3 a*. Finally, it is concluded that, for 
any ground a, P*U&UA kJa* or P*UrAUA kx(a+u). Cl 
4. Abductive proof procedure for non-ground abducibles 
We take a modified version of Eshghi and Kowalski’s procedure in which the 
phase of non-succeeding refutation in a finitely-failing derivation never takes any 
abducible, as in [5], and in which non-ground abducibles are admissible based on 
SLDNF resolution with substitution. This version is also regarded as adopting the 
SLDNF resolution in [25]. We show the soundness of the version with respect to the 
constraint. 
4.1. Generalized abductive proof procedure 
In this section, we deal with a modified Eshghi and Kowalski’s procedure in which 
the abducible is not enumerated when a success derivation in a negation as failure 
derivation is not completed, and in which non-ground abducibles are extracted. Adding 
an aspect of substitutions to the terminologies of [7, 121, we have an abductive proof 
procedure and the notion of soundness. 
Definition 4.1. Assume an abduction framework (P*,Ab*,f*). The abductive proof 
procedure is defined recursively as follows. 
(Abductive success derivation) Given a (general logic) program P*, a normal goal 
G” (obtained from G by substituting p*(tl,. . . , tm) for a negative literal ~p(tl,. . , t,) 
in G), a computation rule R, and A C Ab*, an abductive success derivation for (G*, 8, A) 
(via R) of rank r with 8 and A’ is a sequence 
where Gr = G”, A,=A,G,*=O, Ah=A’,&=e, tjhIG;=6)‘,andfork=1 ,..., h-l, 
(G~+I, Bk+l,Ak+l) is obtained from (Gk,tlk,Ak) as follows: 
Let Gc = tL1 . . .L;_I_LJ;+~ . . L,, where L, takes the form of either an atom A or 
A*. Let L, be in Gt , selected by R. 
(RA,) IfLi=A, and A’tAl . ..A A m z+, . AT in P* such that a most general unifier 
(mgu) 8 of A and A’, then 
G;+, +L,e... Li_l~A,O...A,BA~+,~...A~IILi+,O...L,& 
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(R--At) If Li =A* and 3B* E Ak.B<AB, then 
Gt+t E tL,B...Li_18Li+18...L,B, 
(R N Al) If Li = A* such that A*8 4 dk, and there exists an abductive finitely failing 
derivation (via R) of rank r’ <r for ({ c AO}, Ak U {A*O}) with Af, then 
Gz+, _tL,B...Li-,8Li+,8...L,B, 
ok+, = oko and Ak+t = Af. (End of abductive success derivation) 
(Abductive finitely failing derivation) Given a program P*, a set of normal goals F, 
a computation rule R, and A C_ Ab*, an abductive finitely failing derivation for (F, A) 
(via R) of rank Y with A’ is a sequence 
(Ft,At),...,(F/z,Ah) 
such that for k = 1 , . . . , h, the set of normal goals Fk does not contain the empty clause, 
F,=F, Al=A,Fh={}, Ah=A’,andfork=l,..., h - 1, (Fk+l , &+I ) is obtained from 
(Fk,Ak) aS fOllOWS: 
Let G* E +Ll . ..Li_lLiLi+l . . . L, be a normal goal in Fk, and let Li be in G*, 
selected by R. 
(FA,) If Li =A, let 
A’cA;... AiAj * l, l+l . ..A. I J ‘,’ (j=l,...,m) 
be all the rules, with the heads unifiable with A, in P*. We define Fk+t = 
(Fk - {G*})U{G:‘,..., Gt}, and Ak+t = Ak, where for j= l,..., m 
GTE +L,Bi...Li_,8iA(8i...A:,BiA~,+,*Bi...A~,*ejLi+,8’...L.ej 
and mgu of Aj and A is 8j. 
(FA2) If Li = A and A does not match any head of any rule in P* or its variant, 
then 
Fk+t =Fk - {G*} and Ak+t =Ak. 
(F -Al ) If Li = A* such that there is no A’* E Ak, unifiable with A*, and there exists 
an abductive success derivation (via R) of rank r’ <Y for (c A, E, dk) with E and At, 
then Fk+l = Fk - (G*}, and Ak+l = A,. If Li = A* and there exists no abductive success 
derivation (via R) of rank r’ <Y for (c A, E, Ak) with E, then 
Fk+l=(Fk-{G*})U{tL1...Li_,Li+l...Ln}, 
and Ak+t = Ak. 
(F N AZ) If Li = A* and A’* E dk such that A’<A, then 
Fk+l=(Fk-{G*})U{CLI...Li_1Li+l...Ln} 
and Ak+t = Ak. (End of abductive finitely failing derivation) 
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(Soundness) The abductive proof procedure is sound if (t Li . L,, 0)-+& A’ im- 
plies the existence of A such that 
(1) A’CA andP*UGUA satisfiesJ*, and 
(2) P*uGuA +3Y(L,H~ ... AL,@. 
Note that the terminology of an ‘abductive finitely failing derivation’ is taken for 
a ‘consistency derivation’. If in case (FAi ) some G,? is the empty clause, then the 
derivation cannot terminate [12]. Also note that we have not explicitly got a way to 
detect a non-terminating abductive success derivation as a subderivation of abductive 
finitely failing one, however, the succeeding derivation is defined on the condition that 
such a case is detected. 
By (G*,A)--& A’, we mean that there is an abductive success derivation for 
(G*, E, A) with H and A’. Note that A C A’. (F, A)-+f A’ means that there exists an 
abductive finitely failing derivation for (F, A) with A’. Also, notice that A C A’. 
Example 4.2. Take the same program P as in Example 2.11, and consider P*. Then 
we have: 
(1) (+P,a&*)), (+q*J?{q*)), (Qc,{q*)),0,{q*)). 
(Abductive success derivation by applying (RAi ) and (R -A i )). 
(2) ({+41, {4*H> (1-P*>> {4*H7(09 {C?*H. 
(Abductive finitely failing derivation by applying (F -Al )) 
(3) (-PP,E,O), (+4*,4), @dq*H. 
(Abductive success derivation by applying (&I,) and (R-AI) 
Example 4.3. Assume the same program P as in Example 2.20, and P*. We have: 
(1) (Y4-+a&*(X)H, (-4*(x)+&I*(x)H? (Qa&*(X)H. 
(Abductive success derivation by applying (RAi ) and (R N AI )) 
(2) ({-&)I, +I*(+)> ({- p*(x)h {q*(x)H?@> {q*(x)H. 
(Abductive finitely failing derivation by applying (F N Al )) 
(3) (-&),&,0), b-q*~~w.J)~ cwq*w). 
(Abductive success derivation by applying (RAI) and (R-AZ)). 
4.2. Soundness of generalized abductive proof procedure 
We show the soundness of the generalized version of Eshghi and Kowalski’s pro- 
cedure with respect to the proposed constraint. We firstly have the lemma to see that 
the completion of negation as failure by applying (R N AZ) induces the acquisition of 
abducibles in an abductive success derivation. 
Lemma 4.4. Assume (G*, A) -k, A’. B* E A’ - A ifs ({ + B}, A.f) -+fl A; for some A,f 
and A,;, in the whole derivation for (G*, A)-+& A’. 
Proof. (if part) It is obvious, because B* E A’ - A is acquired by applying (R -Az) 
in the whole derivation for (G*, A)-+fU, A’. 
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(only if part) It is shown by induction on the rank r of the abductive success 
derivation for (G*, A)-+,,” A’. 
(i) In case Y = 0: A’ - A = 0 and there is no application of (R wA2), i.e., no abductive 
finitely failing derivation. Hence it holds. 
(ii) Assume that the only if part holds for r<ra. Let r=ro + 1 and B* E A’ - A. If 
there is some derivation for ({t B}, Af)-+fs A; by applying (RN AZ), then the 
only if part holds. Otherwise, there is some abductive success derivation initi- 
ated from an abductive finitely failing derivation ({+ C}, Afl )-+f Ail such that 
A;, C A’ and B* E Ai1 - A. It follows that there is an abductive success derivation 
(tL1...L,,Al)-*~~,A’,suchthatA’,CA;landB*EA~-A,.Sincetherankofthe 
derivation for (t L 1 . . . L,, A 1) -esuc 6 A’, is less than ro, by the induction hypothesis, 
({~B},df)-+f A; for some Af and Aj.. This completes the induction step. 0 
By means of the operator of S, as in Definition 2.19 and in Section 3, the abductive 
success derivation is modelled in the following sense. 
Lemma 4.5. Assume an abduction framework (P*,Ab*, J*). Also assume (t L, . . . L,, 
A)-+fu, A’. Then 
Vi(l~i~n):[Lie=Bie~[Bie],ESp(“A’) and LiO=C~O+[Cie]=E’YA’]. 
Proof. It is proved on the length of the abductive success derivation. 
(1) In case that the length is 1: Then + L1 . ..L.-tA, and there exists A’+EP” 
(A’+EP) such that AQ=A’B. By the definition of SP, [A& E&(~A’). 
(2) Assume that it holds if the length of the derivation is k. Let the length be k + 1. 
(a) When (RAI ) is applied, there is A’ c A41 . . .A4[ E P* such that 
(4,e . ..L._,e’~,e’...~,e’L,+,ef...L,e’,d)-*~~~.d’ 
and Q’W ~+L,...L, = 8 with mgu 0’ of L, and A’. By the induction hypothesis for this 
normal goal to be abductively successful, 
Vi( 16 i 6 Z) : [M,B’B” = BItI’@ + [Bie’e”], E Sp(WA’) and 
M,B’B” = CT,‘,” =+ [CiO’O”], E “A’]. 
It follows that [A’fI’O”lz E&(-A’). This completes the induction step. 
(b) When (RN Al) is applied, there is L, =A* such that YA’ E A. A’ < A@, and 
for some 80. Because of the induction hypothesis for this normal goal, we see that the 
induction step is completed, in addition to that [A#], E “A’. 
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(c) When (R-A*) is applied, there is L, =A* such that ({+AO’},dU{A*8’}) 
-y A( for Ap C A’, and 
(‘L,tl’ . ..L._,B’L,+,8’...L,8’,A,f)~JH::.A’. 
Since A*# E Ay 5 A’, and the induction hypothesis is taken for the derivation (- L18’. . . 
L,_, VL,,,,, 0’. . . L,B’, Af)-+SUC O” A’, the induction step on the length is completed. 
By (at(c), the induction step is completed. 0 
We now investigate a model theory for the abductive success derivation for (- L1 . . 
L,, 0)-+k, do. Since the formal proof of the following lemma is too long, just its 
outline is sketched. 
Lemma 4.6. Assume (+--L1...Ln,O)-+fUCAo. Then SP(~Ao)nwAo=O. 
Proof (Outline). Assume that [B], ESP(-AO) n “do. Since [B]= E “do, there exists 
B,* E A0 such that Bo<B. By Lemma 4.4, ({t Bo}, Af) -+R A;, by applying (R-AI) 
in some abductive success subderivation of the derivation for (- LI . . . L,, S)-+,“,, do. 
It follows by mathematical induction on the length of ({- Bo}, Af)--+f A; that [B], $ 
Sp(-do). This is a contradiction. Hence SP(~AO) f’ wA~ = 0. 0 
Now, consider a chain consisting of the abducible sets obtained by applying 0~ to 
the set of abducibles -A0 consecutively. 
Definition 4.7. Assume (- LI . . . L,, O)-+fU, do. We define “d, inductively as follows: 
“d = @G--l) if CI is a successor ordinal, 
1 
UB_,rO~(“A~) if CY is a limit ordinal. 
Lemma 4.8. Assume (- LI . L,, O)--tfU, do. Let Q(X) he Sp(X)nX = 0 Then 
(1) Q(“do). 
(2) Q is preserved under 0,. 
(3) Q is inclusive, i.e., VN (chain): [[V&EN : Q(Yx)] implies Q(UN)]. 
Proof. (1) It is shown by Lemma 4.6. 
(2) By the monotonicity of Sp, we have 
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=+ Q(@PUI~). 
This concludes the preservation of Q under Op. 
(3) Assume that Q(UN) does not hold for some chain N. It follows that 
lA:[AESp(UN) and AEUN] 
+~Y,EN:[AE&(Y,) and AEY,]. 
This contradicts Q(G). Hence, Q(UN) for any chain N. 0 
The following lemma states that the application of 0~ to the set of abducibles, 
enumerated in an abductive success derivation, causes the increase of it. Because its 
proof is too long, its outline is shown. 
Lemma 4.9. Assume (c L1 . . .L,, 0) -+fu, do. Then WA0 G Op(“AO). 
Proof. (Outline) Assume that [B]= E “do. There exists B,* E A0 such that Bo<B. By 
Lemma 4.4, ({tBo},Af)-q f. A’ It follows by mathematical induction on the length 
of ({+Bo), Af1-q A; that PI= 6 W&J(~AO)), i.e., [B], E Sp(Sp(“Ag). It follows that 
[B]= E”AO implies [B]= l Sp(Sp(“dg))= OP(~AO). 0 
We have the soundness of the abductive proof procedure as in Definition 4.1. 
Theorem 4.10. Assume (tL1 . . . L,, @)--+& do. There exists A such that “A0 & WA, 
Sp(“A)n”A=0 and Op(“A)=“A. 
Proof. If we define NA, as in Definition 4.7, then, by means of monotonicity of Op 
and Lemma 4.9, we have a fixpoint jx(Op) of Op such that -A0 Cjx(Op) = ‘YA, for 
some y. By Lemma 4.8 and fixpoint induction, Q(‘YA,), i.e., Sp(“A,)n -A, = 8. This 
concludes the proof. q 
By what follows, we have the soundness of the abductive proof procedure with 
respect to our constraint. 
Theorem 4.11. Assume (c L1 . . . L,, 8) -+L, do, for an abduction framework (P*,Ab”, 
J*). Then there exists A such that A0 C A, and P* U fi U A satisjes J*. 
Proof. By Theorems 3.13, 3.15 and 3.16, “A =3x(@) and S&A)fl “A = 8 are equiv- 
alent to that P* u fi U A satisfies J*. By Theorem 4.10, WA~ CJix(Op) and Sp(fix(@p)) 
n$x(@,) = 0. This completes the proof. q 
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Example 4.12. Let us have the example of [7]. Let P be the same program as in 
Example 2.11. As we see in Example 3.9, (- p, 0) --+I,, {q*}. As in Example 3.9, 
P* U G u A satisfies J* for A = {q*}. 
Example 4.13. Let P be the same program as in Example 2.20. Example 4.3 il- 
lustrates that ( t p(x), 0) -+i,, {q*(x)}. Then fi = {A 1 V’B.[A # p(x)0 AA #q(x)@} for 
A = (q*(x)}. Also, P* U 4 U A satisfies J*. 
Combining Theorem 4.11 with Lemma 4.5, we have: 
Theorem 4.14. ’ Assume (t LI . . . , L,, 0) -+suc do. Also assume A such that A0 5 A, and 
P*U~UA satisfiesJ*. Then P*UrdUA~j~(L,eA...A...AL,B). 
Proof. Note by the monotonicity of Sp that Sp(wA~) C: SP(~A) if A0 C A. We see by 
Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 4.11 that 
Vi( 1 <i d n) : [LiH = BiG implies [B,S], E $(-A) and 
LiB = CF0 implies [Ci0], E “A]. 
By Lemma 3.11, &(‘?A) = {[A]= 1 P* U A k A}. It follows that 
tli(l<i~~):P*uAtL~d 
+ Vi, ‘d’a (ground substitution).P* U h U A ~~ LiBa 
=+ V’o (ground substitution).P* u G u A f=j (L, 0 A . . A L,O)o 
~P*lJrdUA~3~(L,8A...AL,t3). 
This concludes the proof. 0 
5. Concluding remarks 
The primary results of the present paper are as follows: 
(1) An abduction framework based on a general logic program is established with a re- 
laxed constraint by a 3-valued logic approach, under which non-ground abducibles 
may be extracted as well. 
(2) The alternating fixpoint semantics, over a domain containing variables, denotes the 
proposed constraint. 
(3) We prove the soundness of a generalized version of Eshghi and Kowalski’s proce- 
dure, where negation as failure is based on the SLDNF resolution with substitution. 
We have not yet explicitly established loop detection to check whether the abductive 
success derivation is completed or not, to fit an adequate semantics. This is left for 
study. However, the abductive procedure based on SLDNF resolution with non-safe rule 
as in [23,26] is realized so that non-ground abducibles might be expected. The class 
for which the completeness of the SLDNF resolution holds is restrictied as in [2,24]. 
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Hence, as long as we are concerned with an abductive procedure as an extension of 
SLDNF resolution, it does not seem easy to see what class the abductive procedure 
is complete in. However, it involves an interesting aspect in that it may classify the 
theories of abduction frameworks. 
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